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No hiding place for bonuses – unique new reward mentoring unravels the complexities

Reward First ® People Consulting launched the Reward First ® mentoring programme today – a niche
service to provide reward decision makers with 1:1 mentoring. Believed to be the first of its kind, using a
highly tailored, executive coaching style, the structured programme recognises the challenge of greater
reward complexity combined with restricted resources. It enables HR directors and leaders to benefit from
the transfer of reward skills in a customised, sustainable process. Faced with rising to the challenge of
calls for greater accountability around pay and bonuses, today’s HR leaders have to manage increasingly
complex reward agendas under the spotlight of staff, shareholder and remuneration committee scrutiny.

Sylvia Doyle, Director of Reward First ® People Consulting, Chartered Fellow of the CIPD, seasoned
reward practitioner, tutor and consultant, recognised that greater reward challenges called for a new
approach. The successful pilot programme has already equipped HR leaders to navigate complex reward
issues, giving them the tools to deliver a more integrated and strategic approach to reward within a
supportive, safe environment. Participating HR directors and leaders described the pilot programme as
“immensely valuable” including the “opportunity to discuss and resolve specific and relevant real time
issues” (Head of Human Resources, sector leader). Reported outcomes also include a measureable return
on investment via improved employee engagement and retention.

The Reward First ® mentoring programme is delivered on a 1:1 basis and individually tailored to match
each organisation’s requirements. HR leaders are able to add real value with independent evaluation and
support for the development of their reward policy in a relatively short space of time. This ensures that the
reward strategy is effectively aligned to the organisational goals, to drive better business performance.
This programme delivers a unique, expert solution to an increasingly complex reward world.
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